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Spartan City demolition OK’d;
SJSU plans new family housing
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily star( writer
SJSU is now committed to building new family housing for university students.
On Wednesday. a subcommittee
of the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee approved $450.000 for
demolition of the abandoned family
housing at Spartan City.
The funding decision was made
with the provision that the university
designate other South Campus land
for proposed childcare facilities and
new student family housing, accord-

ing to Leigh Kirmsse, Associated
Students director of California State
Affairs.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
submitted a letter Friday to Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. D-Santa
Clara, chairnian of the Ways and
Means Committee, stating that she
planned to use sonic of the space
along Humboldt Street west of Seventh Street for the housing and daycare project, said Scott Strickland.
the assemblyman’s administrative
aide.
Under Fullerton’s new recommen-

dations, the childcare center and
family housing would he built across
the street from the Spartan City land,
said David Hawkins, legislative director for the California State Students Association.
The new lot is closer to other residences and would provide a more
appropriate setting for childcare and
family housing, he added.
Fullerton’s letter included plans
for a single structure that would
house approximately 1(X) apartment
units and a ground -floor childcare
center for both residents and other

SJSU students, Hawkins said.
Funding for demolition of Spartan
City will he available as soon as the
state budget is finalized in June.
Strickland said.
Once the budget is approved, the
university will open the bidding pro
cess to find an architect and devel
oper for the project, he said.
The California State link et...ay
must approve the plan and the issu
ance of revenue bonds for the project, and must amend the SJSt ’ cam
pus master plan. Strickland said.
See CITY, page 6

Dave Nordyke and son look at housing complex remains

Residence halls
to get cable TV

Sunny surprise

By Elizabeth James
Daily staff writer
Cable tele’s ision v, ill he in Sitil".
residence halls this tall.
Heritage Cahle is currently w iring
all set en residence halls tor cable at
no initial diarge to students
Students still he expected to pay
monthly tee if they dei..ide to sign up
for cable.
The charge will he a one-time fee
&if $49 and a motuhl> lee of Mo.
The Housing .\dr. isirn. Committee
HAC) and Jean ( iin Lemieux. manager of facilities tor hi rusing. worked
out a contract w ith the Heritage
Cable company calling for cable installation at no charge.
This will save Housing about

$150,000. said Mike Enault. Heritage’s inaniwer of New Develilpment
I ’Aric r.s ill he :it ailahle in individual looms as w ell as in group gathering areas
Itesidem c
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attempt tailed. Lemieux took over.
"At iirst (Heritage (’able) wanted
to charge lir install the cable." said
Lemieux. I didn’t agree to that he cause with the cable hook-ups
they’re getting 1.)00 potential customers...
Sc,’ CAR( F. page 6

A.S. funds attacked
11 IF \lark """1"’
Mari venter

Mike Deemer

Juniors Scott Rice, left, and Cynthia Horning took advantage of
Thursday’s clement weather and shared a picnic on the ’lower

Daily stall
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I.awn. Rice put together the surprise lunch. which included a bottle
of white wine. No l’PD officers in sight, thankfully .

Alemhei .,1 the campus Cinco de
committee
sub/mg
rpm
nutted a pi ()posed budget to the A.S.
meeting
hoard
at the April 19
The committee requested S6,000
Although the
A S
only granted
$5.850. A.S I hieL tot of Business
Affairs Key in Reese. who also
chairs the budget coil hmittee. raised
questions at the ineeting concerning
5, ii \DING. Page 7
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Today’s Cinco de Mayo test i% ilies
ssoare taking place w ith more
elated Students funds than those allotted to similar minority student
events.
The day -long celebration was organiz,:d by six Hispanic groups and
wras funded hy the A.S.
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Prop. 103 rate rollbacks;
students react favorably Rec Center opening confirmed for Monday
By Andrew H. Charming
Daily stall writer
Sitting in front of Clark Library.
SJSU sophomore Darren Wong
could feel his wallet swelling.
Proposition 103, an insurance initiative allowing for a 20 percent decrease in insurance rates, had just
been upheld in court.
The 21 -year-old industrial design
major beamed, thinking of all the
money he could save.
said.
Wong
see."
"Let’s
"What’s 20 percent of $1 300?"
It’s $260 of cold, hard cash.
Enough money to pay for two semesters’ books or a new car stereo.
Out of four insurance initiatives
on the California ballot last Novem-

ber. Proposition 103 was the only
one to be hacked by consumer advocate Ralph Nader. It was also the
only one to he adopted by the state’s
ell liens.
The consumer-oriented insurance
propositon calls for a 20 percent reduction from November 1987 insurance levels and requires insurance
companies to freeze rates until November.
Insurance companies claimed that
the proposition was unconstitutional.
and a lawsuit was filed.
The California Supreme Court
unanimously upheld major provisions of Proposition 103 on Thursday.
See PROPOSITION, page 7
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rhomas said alter learning oh the

By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
The Rec Center will open
Monday.
After a state fire marshall tisited the facility Friday and tested
all the fire and mechanical sy
tents. university officials got
what they wanted: approval.
Representatives from the California State University chancellor’s office were scheduled to
visit the facility Thursday afternoon to give their official approval. But Rec Center officials
are confident everything will go
smoothly and the building will
open as planned.
"I don’t foresee an> pr oh
lems." said Pat Wiley, the associate executive director for the
Student Union.
Student Union Board of Directors Chairman Rick Thomas said
the chancellor’s office was coining to see the finished product
and "put the rubber stamp on
Because the fire marshall gave
approval. Thomas said, there
should he no problems with the
facility opening.
"I felt happy and relieved."

marshall’s approval. "I’m very
grateful that students will have
access lo the recreational areas."
’Mere will be a ribbon -cutting
ceremony in front of the Rec
Center Monday at 9:45 a
Wiley said. The building will
open at 10 am
Hie aerobics room, weight
room, mini -gymnasium and racquetball courts will he available
for use when the building opens.
Part of the pro shop will also
he open so equipment for the facilities can he issued. The retail
portion of the shop, the health
bar and the arena will all open at
a later date. Wiley said.
The health bar should open
soon. and Ron Barrett. director
of the Student Union, has said
the arena should be available
within a few weeks after the
opening date.
The Rats Ticket Master Box
Office should begin operation by
the end of May, according to
Wiley.
The mini -gymnasium. which
is located on the lower level of
the building, is equipped with a
basketball court and can he converted into a volleyball court.
Wiley said
The weight room has life cycles, bench presses and other
exercise equipment.
Enclosed racquetball courts
are also located on the lower
level. One of the courts has a
glass door designed for spectators.
Although Monday’s opening
ceremony will not consist of

than the iitrhon ,I111114:. .1
NillkiC111. stair and
faculty is planning e% erns tor the
grand opening ceremony . witch
will he Sept. 7-9.
1)uring that time. the Rec f’enter is ill he open to the public to
-show off the facility . said
1 ’id \ I lermann. public relations
more
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basketball phi\ er. a hods builder.
a tic quelba Ii player and all ,ic’rohoc profession:11. in attendance.
The committee would also like
to have a :on,. erl scheduled during Thal Tillie. Hermann said
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Insurance rebels

Editorial

No more trucks
SJSU Football coach Claude Gilbert
insists the university has learned its lesson. But if it did, why is it doing it again?
Last October, the Spartan Stadium field
was demolished by a "motorsport" event
with monster trucks. Later, when the football players took the field, they thought
they were playing on cement. Residents of
the surrounding neighborhood weren’t too
happy, either. They complained about
crowds, trash, and engine noises at all
hours of the night. After all, these aren’t
typical truck engines. These are MONSTER truck engines.
Unfortunately, the lesson wasn’t
learned.
This weekend, "Clash of the Titan
Motorsport Spectacular" will again be
held at the stadium. Events such as truck
jumping, truck pulling, and pyrotechnics.
Care to guess what the field is going to
look like on Monday? The promoters
insist that the last years damage was
caused by over watering before they laid
the track and dirt. Its hard to believe that
water was solely responsible. Those
trucks, that routinely crush full size automobiles, must place considerable strain on
the field.
Randy Hoffman said it was not a major
concern because football season is three
months away.
Perhaps he is concerned about the
drought situation. If there is any damage,
how is he planning to relandscape the
field without exceeding the school’s water
allotment?
Proponents of the event point to the
$1.2 million debt created by the stadium
upgrading. Last year’s event raised
$55,000 toward paying off the debt but
the annual interest payment alone is
$100,000.
How many more events like these will
be necessary before the stadium is paid
off? Will the stadium be worth having
afterwards?

The facts about Cinco de Mayo
I heard a newsroom colleague
the other day refer to Cinco de
Mayo as commemorating Mexican
independence. I’ve heard this many
times before.
It’s wrong.
I consider myself a political
moderate, and tend to shy away
from raising a Chicano flag and
denouncing American society as
racist, sexist, and every other "ist."
But I do consider myself an amateur student of Mexican history
because it’s damned interesting, and
nothing hurts a historian more than non. In the piece she argues that
hearing of reading wrong historical the holiday is a minor one in
"facts."
Mexico, and alienates those of other
My colleague soon learned that Latino backgrounds in this country.
the Fifth of May has nothing to do There should be a day or week
with Mexican independence.
acknowledging all people of LatinI forgave her.
American descent.
But a Hispanic journalist who
I have no beef with the premise.
wrote on the merits of the holiday in However, it’s appalling to me perthe San Jose Mercury News cannot sonally that a Hispanic journalist
be forgiven.
would get a historical fact about the
Rose del Castillo Guilbault, edi- holiday wrong.
torial director of KGO-TV in San
Cinco de Mayo celebrates the
Francisco, wrote the article day a motley crew army of
"Hispanics have outgrown Cinco de Mexicans defeated a French invaMayo celebration" in Tuesday’s edi- sion force at Puebla in 1862. The

E. Mark Moreno

The Spartan
make

Dail invites students, staff, faculty
and the surrounding community to
their concerns and interests known through
the Campus Voice.

All subjects will be considered, especially those
immediately related to SJSU.

campus you want readers
to know about?
National or international issues
you feel strongly about?
The Campus Voice is your chance
to be heard on the
Forum pagewrite now.
Typewritten or computer copy is
preferred (two to three pages), and all
disks will be muffled.
Contact Steven Musil, Forum Editor,
for further information and
examples at
924-3280.

Any people or places on

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from youour readers.

Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged.
All letters may be

edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right
to limit the number of letters on
a given topic.

Letters should

hear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and
class level. Letters can he delivered
to the Daily office on the second floor
of Dwight Bentel Hall
or to the Student Union
information desk.

E. Mark Moreno is a Daily staff
writer

Letters to the Editor
How I passed 100W

Got more to say
than a letter
will allow?

French eventually occupied the
country, and were driven out five
years later by Mexican rebels and
U.S. pressure.
Ms. Guilbault notes correctly in
her article that "The French did win
the war, but the eventual outcome is
less inspiring so it tends to get
ignored or glossed over." But, she
adds: "It wouldn’t be until years
later that Mexico finally won independence. But that was another war
and involved a whole new set of
battles that are celebrated as
Independence day, Sept. 16."
Wrong.
Independence Day celebrates
Mexico’s independence from Spain
in 1821, 40 years before the battle
of Cinco de Mayo.
Mercury
News
reporter
Katherine Ellison can be excused
for mistakenly writing about
Mexico’s independence from
France, but a Hispanic writer making a similar mistake?
No way, Jose.

Editor,
The writing skills test is another capricious attempt
by the university administration to solve a problem
which they have neglected for years.
Passing the writing skills test is required for entry
into the I(X/W writing workshop, which is required for
graduation. So what then, is the point of English lA and
1B? If the university had an adequate English IA and
IB program there would not be a need for the W.S.T. to
screen students. It is reasonable to expect that having
successfully completed an "adequate" English IA and
1B program a student should be prepared for 100W. The
administration should have spent the last six years setting and enforcing requirements for successful completion of the IA and 1B rather than developing the W.S.T.
Both teachers and students alike do not feel the W.S.T.
should b used in lieu of an adequate IA and 1B rrogram. 1 he W.S.T. provides no benefit to either the
teachers or the students.
One important issue is the validity of the test. Most
students have heard that the test is dilficult and are very
apprehensive about taking it. The W.S.T. is indeed a
complex and tricky test. But, the most disturbing aspect
of the W.S.T. was the manner in which I was able to
pass it.
Any student who does not pass the test is encouraged
to take a sophomore writing class and then take the test
again. However, it is not required that the "remedial"
class be taken before you are allowed to take the test
again. A student may take the W.S.T. as many times as
he wishes.
This is what 1 did.
When I failed the W.S.T., I signed up for the next
testing date. There were two and a half months between
the tests. A friend who did well on the W.S.T. suggested
to me that when I take the test, I should first answer all
the questions that I knew, and then go back to the rest of
the questions and simply select the shortest answer. I
used this strategy and passed the test with eight more
points than on my first attempt. I had not learned anything more about English, but I was able to pass the test.
Anyone who says that this is a valid test of English
knowledge is living in a dream world.
One last important factor is the cost of the test.
Students must pay $25 for a required test, for a required
class, for which they already pay tuition! The desired
writing level should be attained through the classes
themselves, not with extra charges or classes. Soon the
university will be charging us for charging us.
It is obvious that something needs to be done. Last
week when I told my 100W teacher how I had passed
the W.S.T., she almost fell on the floor. Many students
do not think this test is fair and that it costs too much.
Many instructors think the test lacks validity and say
that they now have some students of poorer writing
ability than before the initiation of the W.S.T. require-

ment.
It is too had that we don’t get a rebate for every mistake the administration makes. If we did, I would be
rich and would not have to complete my college education or need to work for the rest of my life.
Ron Watson
Senior
Administration of Justice

Rape Awareness
Editor,
I am writing in response to the article on "Rape
Awareness Tips". At last rape awareness has surfaced to
a level where people are beginning to open their eyes to
the criminal activity in the parking garages and are
educating themselves in self-defense.
The SJSU parking garages tends to be an area which
which aids the proliferation of crime. During late hours
there is no security present and the dark areas between
parked cars invites trouble. Students walking alone,
either returning from, or going to their cars, are easy
prey for those with bad intentions.
I am very grateful to see that self-defense and tear
gas courses are being offered for possible ways to avoid
attack. It has taken both vandalism and rape incidents in
the parking garages to expose commuters to the terrible
problems which occur in the downtown area of San
Jose. Raising security will not ensure protection in the
garages, therefore it is each person’s responsibility to
take care of himself. The courses being offered arc a
good effort to help control the criminal activity in the
SJSU parking garages. Hopefully the paranoia of stepping out of one’s car when in the garage can stop.
Robyn Shaver
Freshman
Human Performance

Affirmative racism
Editor,
This is in response to the letter by Maria L. Rios in
the Campus Voice section of Tuesday’s Spartan Daily.
Rios states that "Affirmative Action" did not create
racism. This is true, but Affirmative Action has helped
keep racism alive and well in our society by not giving
qualified people jobs because of their skin color.
Affirmative Action is just a nice term for reverse discrimination.
Rios also states that "our people have suffered centuries of oppression". Who is "our people"? Every race
has had oppression in their history. So we "whites",
should give you jobs that you don’t deserve because of
what our great-grandfathers did? That does not seem
fair. And using the word "our" is a bit possessive, is it
not, Rios? Are you sure that you are ready to share
"your people" with us?

proposition 103 is finally legit.
Upon its passing by voters last
November, insurance companies took
the decision to the state Supreme Court.
Thursday the court ruled, as 103
promised, to roll back insurance rates.
Insurance companies cried foul. They
saw their huge profits falling off. One less
yacht for the chairman to waterski behind.
Before you feel sorry for the yacht
salesman -think again.
I believe there will be an insurance
coming-out party.
I have two friends who I have always
thought looked similar but acted nearly
alike. And yes, they are insurance rebels.
Neither have possessed insurance and
to the estimates of one of them has
saved over $7000 over the last five
years.
Ask them what they would do if they
got in an accident, they reply "I don’t get
into them." Their rationale may appear
shallow, but irrational prices make people
do irrational things.
he 20 percent rollback in rates and
I incentives now provided for good
drivers just might encourage these
rebels to actually buy insurance. Since
everyone must have it, look for these
uninsured motorist to come out of the
closet.
The financial benefits for insurance
companies could far outweigh any money
they lose from Prop. 103.
Another lesser-known provision of the
proposition include a ban on geographical
rate -setting for auto insurance. This will
benefit students here at SJSU because Bay
Area drivers have traditionally paid more.
Prop. 103 also makes the insurance
companies enact a 20 percent discount foi
good drivers. For a guy who never met
another bumper he didn’t like, getting
extra incentive for cheaper rates can only
help.
The court’s ruling to legitimize Prop.
103 should be applauded. In an era of consumers getting shafted for another’s blunder (i.e. Exxon’s Valdez fiasco) it is nice
knowing that the voters can fight the big
corporations...and win.
Zac Shess is the Layout Editor
As far as being "not the fault of the people that the
people of color have not been prepared in the kindergarten through 12th grade system", this is just another
excuse Rios gives for the great number of poorly educated "people of color". If these people would give education an honest try, they might succeed the way these
"people" can: honestly and with pride! Don’t reward
them with free jobs that they didn’t work for. This can
only make them feel more like tokens.
Rios "wants people of color to be proud of who they
arc". Well, by working for and achieving higher-set
goals, maybe "people of color" will "feel proud of
themselves". Don’t give jobs to people who didn’t work
for it. Make them work for it like the rest of us do. This
will not only help "people of color" but society as well.
Paul L. Legerski
Criminal of Justice
Freshman

Leftist Daily
Editor,
Well, the Spartan Daily has again taken a potentially
fair and unbiased article- in this case, Thursday’s article
on the "New Right" -and turned it into another excuse to
bash the right.
Katherine Tompkison’s remark that "the truth is liberal" is one of the best jokes that I have heard lately.
Tompkison, wake up from that hazy dream world
that you liberals seem to live in.
Consider the last presidential election, this may come
as a shock to you Tompkison, but the Democrats did not
win. I think it is liberals like you, Tompkison, that are
afraid of the truth.
As for the Spartan Daily’s alleged ignorance of the
Campus Democrat’s "newsworthy" activities, the
College Republicans were ignored by the Spartan Daily
for quite a long time. Perhaps the Spartan Daily really
is trying to make up for past injustices by printing up a
few token articles about the College Republicans.
Just think of it as a form of journalistic affirmative
action, Tompkison. As a liberal Democrat, I’m sure you
won’t have a problem with that.
Carla Martin
Junior
Biological Psychology

Attention, Artists!
Anyone interested in contributing either political
cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustrations
for stories on a case -by -case basis, contact
Steven Musil, Forum Editor, or

Doris Kramer, Assistant Forum Editor
at 924-3280.
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Arrested student
claims innocence

Poll power

port stated.
However, Yarbiough and Atchi-

By Teresa 1.yddane
Daily staff writer

David Pipkins Daily

Members of the athletic department came out in swarms Wednesday to vote for the proposed instructional related activities fee in-

staff photographer

crease. A "yes" vote would increas instructional related activities
fees from $5 to $15.

SpartaGuide
Career Planning & Planning:
Co-op Orientation, I p.in. , S.U. AlSJSU Music Department: Isa- maden Room. For more information
belle chapuis flute recital. 8 p.m., call 924-6033.
SJSU Concert Hall.
Vovinam Vietuddao: Martial Art
SJSU Folk Dancers: Interna- Practice. 7:30 p.m.. Spartan Comtional Folk Dance Class, 8 p.m.. plex Room 202. For more informaSpartan Complex Room 89. For tion call (408)295-7125.
more information call 293-1302 or
A.S. Program Board: "Journey
287-6369.
into impressionism": piano music
IEEE: Meeting -Officer Elections. concert. 6:30 p.m.. S.U. ballroom.
12:30 SU Costanoan Room. For For more information call 924-6202.
more information call (408) 255Nihongo Sakura Club: Meeting.
0560.
noon. S.U. Montalvo Room. For
Physics Department: Seminar on more information (4151.323-9347
women in science: Patricia E. ClaSATURDAY
dis, 11:30 a.m.. Duncan Hall Room
Vovinam Vietvodao:. Beli etam.
142. For more information call 92410 a.m., Spartan Complex Room
5210 .
89. For more information call 1408)
Sch000l of Engineering: Engi- 195-7125
neering Excellence Day, 8:30 a.m..
MONDAY
Engineering Building. For more information call 924-3890.
The Spartan Review: Meeting.
TODAY

12:30 p.m.. S.U. Montalso Room.
For more information cal11415i 656-

An SJSU student booked last
week for public drunkeness and harassing a police dog claims university police "victimized’ him.
UPD arrested SJSU student John
G. Yarbrough April 29 at about 1:19
a.m. after he allegedly threatened an
off-duty officer and taunted a police
dog in the Health Building parking
lot.
Henry S. Atchison. also a student,
was arrested for public drunkeness
and for assaulting a peace officer.
Atchison could not he reached for
comment, and UPD could not comment on the case because of the pending June 28 court hearing.
Yarbrough. 24, disputes the police report, saying he did not tease
Officer Bryan Garrett’s K-9 partner,
Shadow. The student also said he did
not know Garrett was a police officer
and was never shown a badge.
"The case is being blown out of
proportion." Yarbrough stated in a
letter to the Spartan Daily.
Four students blocked Garrett’s
1985 four-door black and gold
BMW in the Health Building parking lot, according to the UPD report.
However. Yarbrough said Garrett
came toward the group of men in his
car as if he were going to run into
them.
Atchison, 24, then allegedly hit
the car’s hood with his fist, the report stated.
Dressed in sweat pants, the offduty officer got out of his car and let
his 100 -pound, black German Shepherd out also. Yarbrough said.
After Garrett identified himself as
an officer and called for hack -up
from a nearby blue -light phone, two
of the students lett the area, the re-

son stayed, according to the report.
Yarbrough said he never heard
Garrett’s verbal identification.
Shadow’s loud barking may have
interfered ssith the officer’s identification, the student speculated.
"If I knew he was an officer. I
would have acted differently," Yarbrough said.
While Garrett called UPD. Yarbrough "began barking like a dog
and teasing and taunting K-9
Shadow from approximately 3 to 4
feet away.’’ the report stated.
"I was Just being friendly to the
dog," Yarbrough said in an interview Tuesday.
Atchison began circling Garrett at
the blue -light phone "opening and
clenching his fists," the report
stated.
Yarbrough said he thinks he was
arrested primafily because of Atchison’s behavior, not his own.
Garrett grabbed the student’s arm
just prior to the arrest and told him
not to tease the dog again, Yarbrough said.
"The bruises are still on my
arm," he said.
Yarbrough was booked into Santa
Clara County Jail and was released
on his own recognizance early Saturday morning.
Atchison was also jailed but
posted $1,000 bail and was released
Saturday evening. Yarbrough said.
Yarbrough is working with his
lawyer to have the charge of teasing
a police dog dropped, the student
said.
"I was drunk in public that’s
true, but I was only talking to the
dog." Yarbrough said. "It was no
big deal."
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The Post Office Alternative

LIVE A
LANGUAGE
THIS
SUMMER

’UPS/DI-IL Delivery
’First Class
’Gift Wrapping
’Ship anywhere
in the U.S.
*Mailbox rentals

Computer
Programming Position
Part-time/Freelance
Sound knowledge of
BASIC is a must.

Contact Jonathan Mitchell
any weekday afternoon at
(408) 280-7999

Intensive language programs In Fiance.
Switeerland, Spain, Germany & Italy.
3-10 week programs. Speciel leagues.
teacher refresher courses too! Family
or hotel eccommodetions! Cell for
derails gind FREE Catalog!
o

5 Town & Country Village
296-3303
San Jose

Council Travel

mr.prrriv.vp.rrwmg

312 SUTTER STREET 8407
SAN FRANCISCO, Ca, 94108
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421-3473
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Victorian Garden Restaurant

Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus

Mixed Burrito

includes rice & beans

$3.75

10% discount for S J.S. U.
Students, faculty, IL Staff
on weekly & monthly rentals

with this coupon
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Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

(408)281-4666

TUESORY, MRY 9 8PM
MORRIS DRILY RIKIITORIUM
SRN JOSE SUITE UNIVERSITY

Open:

M -F 119m-9pm
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Met WA

North 13 St.
294-7468

CONGRATULATIONS
to the Spring 189 Initiates
of the Internatic nal Fraternity of

Protect Your Thesis
Mug
thesis la hinko.s Copy Center for quality copies
and professional binding service.

Delta Sigma Pi

Lunch Brunch Dinner
Private Parties Garden Weddings

a
C

Complimentary glass
of wine or champagne
per person with this
ticket
476 S. First St.
San lose
Reservations
advised
(408) 286-1770
vik. :3144.

Thing in this ad and we will give you 201, off on your binding order You COAV
choose any of our wide selechon of cover styles and colors Offer applies to all
V riCS and sizes of binding available
Only one discount per customer
Offer valid through 3/31/95

Ms. Stephanie G. Albornoz
Mr. Robert J. Bush
Mr. Stewart M. Guenther
Mr. Scott Meyer
Mr. Matthew J. Miller
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Mr. Nathan S. Moore
Ms. Michelle Reitmeir
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Student reaches out to community children
Vicki Colverson is energy in
motion.
The SJSU graduate student
studies, rehearses, works and teaches whatever she can. Whenever
she can.
"I don’t mark my time by
days. I measure time by weeks
and months, because it goes by so
fast," Colverson said.
Colverson will finish two master’s degrees in 1990. one in behavioral sciences and the other in
elementary education.
Colverson is a Si Se Puede
( Yes You Can) Community
Scholar. Besides taking classes at
SJSU, Colverson is also a student
at the John Casablanca’s modeling and talent agency in San Jose.
She rehearses at least eight hours
per week as an actress for television commercials.
"I love working in front of the
camera. It’s fun. It’s exciting,"
said the 26-year-old.
She talks of her future with anticipation, like a child waiting for
a birthday.
"I want to start my own educational service company someday," Colverson said. "It will
deal with curriculum development, teacher training, and will
deal with prejudices in the community."
Although she is playful in nature. Colverson doesn’t have
much time in her day for fun.
She spends most of her time
helping.
She works as a preschool director at the Martin Luther King
Christian Center in San Jose.
Colverson teaches 2 to 5 -yearolds developmental skills, such as
fingerpainting and spelling.

Four-year-old Jared Lawson looks to his teacher, "Miss Vicki" Colverson for some help with an art project at Martin
!other king Academy.

"I love working with kids,"
she said.
Colverson is the Outreach
Membership specialist for the
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara
County.
"My job is to bring the Girl
Scouts to children who have been
traditionally overlooked by the
organization. The scouts are not
just for children of middle income
families." she said.
She spoke about her community with enthusiasm, like a child
who just received a new toy.

’You can’t do it
for the money.’
Vicki Colverson,
SJSU student
She spoke with vision about
the possible changes within her
community, like a child speaks of
going to Disneyland.
Colverson admits that to do all
the things she does takes a lot of
organizational skills and a whole
lot of energy.
She said she is inspired by others.
"I’ve met so many young people between the ages of 20 and 40
with ambition and talent and a
heartful need to serve. You can’t
do it for the money, Colverson
said.
Colverson also attributes her
motivation to religion.
"I would not be able to do it all
if it were not for the Lord. He is
my strengh, joy and inspiration."
she said.

Colverson attends her graduate course in Multi -Cultural
Education.

;7"--

Tina Saeteurn (left) and Camthuy Nguyen meet with their
(;irls Scout leader, Colverson, after school to plan a fashion show.

Photos
by
Shelley
Scott

Text
by
Daniel
Vasquez

reaching pre-schoolers requires a little motherly
attention.

Colverson pauses for a moment of peacefulness
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Bulldogs flash teeth at SJSU
Matthew D. Anderson

Daly stall vintof

At a time when the Spartan baseball team could use a break, the
wrong team is coming to town.
Thel3th-ranked Fresno State
Bulldogs (35-16, 11-3 in the Big
West) will meet the Spartans for an
important three-game series, begining tonight at 7 p.m. The teams
play again Saturday at 7 p.m. and
Sunday at 1 p.m.
SJSU (36-15, 7-8) is in the midst
of a seven -game losing streak,
including the last five conference
games.
The Spartans are on the edge of
recieving an NCAA playoff bid,
needing 40 wins to have a chance
for consideration. With seven games
remaining, beating a ranked team
would do the Spartans a world of
good.
Fresno State is second in the conference and SJSU is fifth.
In an attempt to make the team
feel more comfortable, SJSU Coach
Sam Piraro is putting the feeling of
freedom and independence back
into the team’s practices and attitudes. "We’ve channeled everything

in that direction, but I don’t know
how it’s going to go when we reach
the ballpark," he said.
When speaking of the Bulldogs,
Piraro lists their strengths as pitching, hitting, running, and everything
else.
"They arc a College World Series
team," he said. "We’re going to have
to win 4-3, 3-2, unless our guys
know something I don’t. Fresno is
capable of scoring 10-11 runs a
game. And we just havn’t been
doing that. But anything can happen.
"Our guys just have been taking
a lot of time hitting (in practice). We
have to go out loose as a goose and
knock the hell out of the ball."
The Bulldogs, who were conference champions and College World
Series participants last season, boast
a lineup that begins with center
fielder Tom Goodwin. Goodwin was
also the center fielder on the U. S.
Olympic Gold medal team and is
ranked by Baseball America as the
second
best,
non -pitching,
college/pro prospect.
Goodwin is batting .390 with
four homeruns and 32 runs batted in

and 52 stolen bases.
If that isn’t enough, shortstop
Eddie Zosky is listed as the best,
non -pitching, college/pro prospect.
He’s hitting .360 with 39 RBIs.
The seventh -rated college/pro
prospect is outfielder Steve Nosey
(.325, 5 homeruns, 35 RBIs) and
first baseman Mike Burton .358, 8
hrs, 47 RBIs) are the Bulldogs’
number five and six hitters.
Clean-up hitter and catcher Steve
Vondran (.411, 9 homeruns, 61
RBIs) makes up the battery to a
strong pitching staff.
Left-hander Rich Crane (11-2,
2.43 earned run average, 103 strikeouts in 118 and two-thirds innings)
will face Spartan right-hander Dave
Tellers (11-4, 3.55, 102 strikeouts
in! 19 innings pitched) on Friday
night.
Tellers and Crane rank as the top
two conference leaders in strikeouts
and innings pitched.
Even though Tellers has hit a dry
spell, Piraro feels "Tellers will do
good against Fresno State."
Even with all the good statistics
the Bulldogs bring to town, they
also bring 16 losses.

Cornelius injured as Spartans
head toward final stretch drive
By Darren Sabedra
Daly Stall Wet&

Minus one of its top performers,
the SJSU women’s softball team
enters the final four games of the
season with an outside chance of
qualifying for the NCAA playoffs.
Shortstop Tiffany Cornelius
injured her knee in the second game
of a doubleheader loss at Fresno
State earlier in the week. Cornelius
IS out for the season, SJSU coach
Kathy Strahan said.
Without Cornelius, the Spartans
will try to keep their playoff hopes
alive when they host University of
the Pacific tonight at Police Athletic
League Stadium. Game time is 6
p.m.
SJSU will play UNLV at PAL
Sunday at 1 p.m.
"We’d like to think we have a
chance for the playoffs," SJSU
coach Kathy Strahan said. "We

have to win all four of our games.
We’re tied for fourth right now with
Long Beach State. We need to have
them lose a few."
Fresno State leads the Big West
standings and is ranked fourth in the
country. Fullerton is second in the
Big West, Pamona is third and Long
Beach State and SJSU are tied for
fourth.
"We’ve come out of the blue this
year," Strahan said. "We’ve broken
all kinds of school records.’
One SJSU record the team has
broken is for wins in a season. The
Spartans are 34-24 this year. The
previous high for wins was 24.
Second baseman Boz Badger will
move over and play shortstop this
weekend. As of Thursday afternoon, Strahan hadn’t decided who
will play second.
Badger is no stranger to shortstop. Badger took Cornelius place

earlier this season when the shortstop was bothered by a sore knee.
Strahan, however, was still upset
about the injury this week to
Cornelius. Her injury occured on an
unsportsman-like play, she said.
"She was turning a double play,"
Strahan said. "It was a cheap shot.
She got hit like a football clip. She
got hit on the inside of the knee,
which caused the outside of the knee
to give.
"It’s tough to play on the road.
We expressed our disatisfaction to
the umpires. But they didn’t feel it
was unsportsmanlike."
SJSU dropped both games of the
doubleheader at Fresno, 2-0 and 7-6.
But the Spartans will try to
rebound from those two losses
tonight. SJSU is pitching Gail Dean,
21-12, against the Tigers. Leann
Emery will pitch against UNLV.

Golfers cruise into Regionals;
three receive league honors
By Robbie Lyon
Dedy Stali Wnter

Needing a good tournamen, to
remain a candidate for the regional tournament later this month,
SJSU’s men’s golf team did what
it had to do.
It placed second.
The Spartans finished the regular
season in the Big West
Conference tournament Monday
and Tuesday with a second place
finish, only four shots behind
nationally -ranked Fresno State.
"It was a good toumamcn ," said
Coach Dick Schwendinger. "It
could have been better, but they
(Fresno State Bulldogs) played
really good. We didn’t play bad, so
it wasn’t a matter of self-destruction."
It was good enough for the
Spartans to enter the regionals in
El Paso, Texas on May 25-27.
"It would have been nice to beat
Fresno," said golfer Trent Walker.
"But we did what we had to do to
make it to the regionals."
In the conference tournament,
Mike Foster led the Spartans with
a 54 -hole total of 224. He placed
second overall.
Freshman John Miller finished

Mike DaHerner

Daily stall photographer

J oh n 1 uller. right, shakes hands uith an opponent at a recent golf’
match. But the Spartans u ill ha%e to get mean as the enter the Regionals at the end of this
th in Fl Paso, Texas.
close behind in third place with
225.
Foster, who was one of the
team’s leaders the whole year, was
alsr named to the All -Big West

Slod,"‘

first team.
Walker, who only played half the
year, was named to the second
team, and Miller was an honorable
mention candidate.
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[nion Ballroom

Conceit begins at 6:30
Doors open at 6:00

The Associated Students Program Board of San Jose State University Presents

the 9th annual

Sunday
May 7, 1989

SIL1,1c111,
(km, 1.11

-

Noon-6 p.m.
San Jose State
University

PULLING TOGETHER
The Quest to be the Best is a Team Effort

(Fountain Area)

Admission Free
For more info call 924-6261

HARVEMS

HARVEYS RESORT HOTEL/CASINO. located in beautiful Lake Tahoe, will have representatives at San Jose State University on May 11, 1989 to conduct interviews for full-time and
summer postions. Employment opportunities are available in the following areas:
Food & Beverage. Hotel Casino, Dealers (1 week school)
Contact the Career Planning & Placement Center to set up an interview and ask about our
S2CO.00 SUMMER INCEN11VE

Starring:

Otis Rush
111 tin CXCIllSiVe

Be a part of the winning team. Harvey’s
the newest and best resort hotel/
casino at Lake Tahoe has openings
in "- food, beverage, hotel, and
casino aepartments. (Summer seasonal positions also available
-great for college students.)

Bay Area appearcinc e!

Featuring:

Moses Rascoe

Food and Crafts and lots of fun!
Partially funded by Associated Students

TERM

Little John Chrisley
The John Garcia Band
Lady Bianca Thornton
Johnny Heartsman
Earl Brown

Meet with our managers
and department heads to
discuss your future
with Harvey’s and the
excitement working at beautiful
Lake Tahoe. You
could become a
part of Harvey’s
winning team.
T’4iinarms
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City
/
From
’It’s out understanding that President Tullertim will he seeking approot her protect at the June MCCv
ti maces, Strickland
11112- ot the
said
Accoiding to Tullenon’s letter, if
the (.51-. approval is torthcoming,
the univetsity hopes to be able to
pio.eed in the nevi few months, Hays kms said
he I Ind designated for the new
itusitit, is iirrently used for park he said
Although it has not been con Flay. km’ is "assuming Spartan City I land i w ill he used for a
parking lot.- he said
Me university president desig’tied til).0011 square leet for a child iris center on Spartan City land ear this year
But plans tor the facility appeared
to he in leopaidy last March because
ot the es,. essiv c cost ot Spartan t’ity
demolition
it legislat iv e anal\ st from the go’. -

Funding
/ I1,1 pal,’
Ole amount of money requested.
"I think the program didn’t merit
,none
that large an .11110t1111
Reese Said ’1 hilel I minority orgam/ations that vs ere similar receised
less ’
approved $5.400 tor
The it
nevi veal ’s Mrican Awareness
Month. vs rile the week -long Asian
Americ:in Spring lest ival received
S I .t IOU. ace, wiling to Reese
"That’s the vs is the hoard voted.’
he added "They telt it merited the
amount (.1.he (inco de Mayo committee) %kent dire, tly to the board.
They got more indiv idual attention."
Reese noted that the other two cultural events went through the budget
committee without going to the A.S.
hoard
"I would ask the question. ’why.
didn’t they get as much as we
said Benjamin Torres. vs ho. vs ith
former A.S. Controller ( i.utnruel Miramontes. took the proposal to the

Cable
The cable company ii tees
’Ac telt that
\ke would has e
enough return on our my estment to
do the initial work for tree. said Enault
The one pittall with installing
cable is the high i level ,it noise during the process.
Because cable has to be installed
before the summer, inconveniencing
stUdelltS cannot he avoided. Le’
uncut’. said.
"We had to do it this was because
oyer the summer three halls are
heing renoy ated. and V. e
have
;iceess to them." Lemieux said.
All se en resident halls vs ill he
net week.
L.:trite-ready by the end
Students w ill have a ,11.111,:e to sub-

ernor’s office estimated last March
that demolition of Spartan City
would cost S450,00), raising concerns that the buildings would be left
standing.
legislative approval of the denio
lition Is "a great victory.- Hawkins
said.
Strickland and other members ot
Vasconcellos’
office have approached several non-profit development companies for preliminary
Cost assessments for a family housing structure, the aide said.
"We wanted the university to he
aware of some of the possibilities...
he said. "(Vasconcellosi wanted to
make sure the project made sense be hire he advocated it."
The assemblyman has shared in
lotillation with the university regarding construction estimates and possible funding sources, according to
Strickland.
The Bridge Corporation, a non
profit low -cost housing development
company based in San Francisco.
has expressed interest in the project.
Bridge has a "strong track record,- Strickand said.
board.
The A.S. "is in a position where
they will be starting a precedent that
they can fund culturally sensitive
programs for the community. Tones said.
Its giving us full funding they’re
say ing ’we support your efforts and
were backing it up with full funding.’ "he added.
Torres said that if there is a discrepancy in funding for campus cultural events. the A.S. has to be held
accountable for that."
"There simply is not enough
money to fund all the programs."
said A.S President Terry McCarthy
"I brought it to the board’s attention
that it was inconsistent. I don’t have
any problems vs ith ii
Funding for this year’s Women’s
Week, African Awareness Month
and the Asian American Spring Festival were all cut from last year. McCarthy said.
He called the Cinco De Mayo celebration an "unspoken priority" ot
the hoard.
"Why, I don’t know," he said

scibe then.
Residents seem to be in favor in
the cable hook-up.
-I think its a great idea," said
Don Hostetler, a junior majoring in
history
’ lhey’re just doing it at a
had time, right near finals. They
should have done it during the summer.’’
’Most people I’ve talked to are
happy that it’s going in though:.
Hostetler said.
"1 think it’s all right," said Law
rence Garrigan, a junior majoring in
Graphic Design. "It should have
been done earlier, though, because
those of us who are moving out
won’t get to use it.’’
"I guess it’s pretty good," said
Erin Shiba, an undeclared freshman.
"The TV reception will be better.
I’m not going to use it. though, because I don’t have a TV."

COUPON
5011 with purchase
over $50
expires 6-30-89

APANTOWNI

FESTIVAL OF NIKKEI MATSURI
5

SAN JOSE TOFU CO.
SOY BEAN CAKES
175 E. Jackson St.
San Jose, CA 95112
292-7026
(408)

HOURS: Mon -Sat 9am-6pm
Closed Sunday

Enjoy the rine Art
of Japanese Cuistne
at
GOMIDeN
4
Japanese Restuarant

Come try the best
pastries in Japantown

279-4311
193 E JACKSON STREET SAN JOSE, CA

//

Shuei-Do
Nla )1u Shop
217 E Jackson
2 9 4-4 1 4 8
Closed Tuesdays

2

Find all your Japanese Delights
at

Dobashi Market
True Taste of Japan
Japanese Restaurant
with Sushi Bar

Specializing in
authentic Japanese
foods and cooking
ingredients.

250 Jackson San Jose, CA
288-9611

Dobashi Market
240 E. Jackson
295-7794

FUTONS
TWIN
from $69
FULL
$86
QUEEN
$98

vv (Iv urs
CHINESE CUISINE

Bi-Fold Frame with Futon
$279

Pine 3- position Frame
with Futon

-art

Twin $129 Full $149
Queen $169

Available in black
natural finishes

14,
j/ISI1VAL ill.111kM11 MA MAI

CUSTOM FUTONS & PILLOWS PLUS

1

FOOD TO GO

1

Mandarin & Smchuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery

900 S WINCHESTER BLVD SAN JOSE, 296-9161
7
JACKSON

IT’S A JUNGLE
OLT THERE.

RI.,11111115

1111, IC 11’WS 1.1 ‘k

till 1..11111,,

131 F. Jackson Street
244-3303 or 9q8-9427

21

hof.ocf, 3,,f and

A fresh new idea 3
in Japanese cuisine
Hungry. On the go,
but don’t have time
to wait. Now you won’t
have to. With BENTO
XPRESS’ New Curb Side
Service all you have to
do is call us, drive down
and we’ll bring it to you
curb side -ready to go.
Japanese cuisine ready
when you want it.
We fix it in no time,
to give you more time.

11 s

Offs es throughout California
Look tor its Is
Pa’s

4a

I’ mod, North of s.fol,f Cl,ur,i fit

call to

Call US today.
29813 Stevens Creek Blvd. Suite 362
San Jose
248-9500
7I’Mpor,i ws

6 9

EMPIRE

;1,011, ,
.11, 111, 1,1.1%eS11,4,1,tinicr
itmt, you II wi irk)’ ir the hest
Bid as a ill, onas,
I itlIp.1111es
hi
e than ItlOrs Null ins
Mit e. hum u 1.11.dx.4 cm’,.
yr rd pit
light inthisti Cli
ltsi’llget
sl iii stev And NV 114 dee\ Vvi irk .ts untiL Ii
i is link.
111 want And get lirstkuld s uht exix.rient t.
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Si Iii w, i t have
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order

288-6330

lapanese ralitotriii quid twine
211 E. Jackson St,
Open Mon -Sat 1 lam-7:30pm

1111 Streit,
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
appikation for college students’
Just send a sell add...d
stamped envelope to KAIHATSLI
MARKETING, 734 S 4th St . Boa
5. Philadelphia. Pa 19147 Apply
today tor your future!
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
We have quality plans el low
prices Monthly terms availed.
Celt Mark Fake at (408)943-9190
fora no obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now! Save your teeth. eyes
and Money too Cloanings and office visits at no chortle For bro.
r.AAne se. AS office or Stud.t
Health Center or call (406)371.
6811 in San Jou
404976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for revery intereet’ Romance,
friendship,
adventure
es. your message or you can
hear sin mambo. from odors,
try It. you II be pied you did Call
daily’

Messages change
quently Only $2
any toll

fre-

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles front $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes, Chevy. Surplus Buyers Guide 1-602-8381111115 Eat R4250
BUY A NEW CAR haul* Ire. for less
money You pick the model, make
e nd accessories We find you the
best de. no obligation independent broker. reterences call KEN
at 728-0639
CHEVY SPORTS COUPE, 1983 CITATION 0-11 Low blue book V6 4
.pd pa pb pwr windows. ale
cruise cnti, am he sta., new
tires, brides, clutch. mud.
02250, Eva. 297-5476
PROVIDE

SUMMER STORAGE for
your car in exchange for occasional use Cal 259-5727

SEIZED CARS, trunks. boats. 4 wheelers. motorhomes, by FBI. IRS.
DEA

Available your area now
Call (805) 682-7555, eat C-1255
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES
lo
get you where your. going Sp.
clal payment plan & easy credit
for students BA J Motors, corner
of tot & Virginia. 798 S rat St .
San Jose 286-6818
81 HONDA hatchback Auto cessette.
856 Idles, reliable, $2700 Call
733-2954.

carnpershell. $4700 So
2052

Call 976-

1984 NISSAN SENTRA $ door. 5 spd.
$3500 Great condition, new fir.,
971.2339.5k for RON

LASER

WRITER

IISC

only 100 pgs printed. $1650 Call
267.1735 Jack or (415) 566-3742
WEPAY CASH tor 8006 MAC drives.
MAC SE, PS2 Call John at 9465015

FOR SALE
A PAIR OF field Noel A s tickets. $30
bonus you will receive
As
baseball card Nana’ Sond to
P 0 Box 277926. Scramonto. Ca
95827-7926
ATTENTION

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from 51 (I) reps.) Delinquent tax
property Repossessions Call I.

602438-6865. eat 094250
MATTRESS SETS" NEW" BEDS"
Twin $95, full $89. qu.n $129.

aim You got both pl..
Bunkbods 1129 Bedfrenes avaii
able now It your bed len I giving
king

you the comfort or the support
you like, why not get r new bed?
Our beds are very comforted. &
cheap Call 9454554

GREEK

THE GIRLS OF RM 2 drink toast to
the grendeal couple we know!
Cowl. STEW & MATT, WE
love u!
TO MHO, my favorite G DI Thanks for
greet time of my PD You’re
mewed La.. an AOTT with a
hemp...0

lows view 01 many facets of adiklmln
Duties Intl
vertising
bidding. & clerical support Good
org skills. detailed oriented. & 4050 wpm required WP preferred
Call Robert al (401)739-g540
ADDRESS ENVELOPES $500 00 & up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES, PG Boa 3247, San
Jose, CA 95116

REAL ESTATE office
roods mature ucretary wedioMet 2 parttimere or more to fill
hrs of 9-5.91-F Good not feel typing
must Good pay. based on

exp, & skills May train some
Apply regardless of avail hrs
calling Rey 298-5522 (eyes 559-

everything-that s

legal

Cell

Cathy (4041)739-6543

SHARE NICE 2 bdrrn 2 led apt on
McK.,10

min fon campus
speaspool.kun,micro,dw,
$390 rno.$250
Aaron In rn.

dep.

2

259-06441

SHARE 3BR. 2 be condo Hwy 680 &
McKee 10 min trorn campus,
pool, spa. S J OWN reap N S.
utIl & dm (406) 2725345 ino
8274
4 bdrm. 2 bth. 201 N Sth St. tapas,
drapes, stove, rang. newly remaieled

Victorian
Staff only
apply $1100 wo. cait 779-3719
7th St. New carpets,
bedroom,
cable
TV.
$600 mo Call 7800439
paint.

EULIPIA

RESTAURANT

is

seeking

EXPERIENCED PASTE-UP PERSON
n.ded or fall semester of Spartan Daily Appromimately 4 bra
each evening starling al 5 pm
Apply bettor. 5 16 at DOM. Room
206 or cell Bonnie Ball al 924.
3274
FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Intl bnsin.5515 & investors seek
foreign nationals with first hand
knowledge

of .onomic business. scientific. & political conditions in home country for consulting mutat.. For Info send
resume to BCS int1700 St Marys
Pi
Suite 1400 San Antonio,
TO 78205 or 800-626-2628 Eat 856
GARDNER-HANDYMAN,

$7 hr

every
steady,
Sunday
SAM NOON Bascom-Fonvorthy area
Must have car 377.8433 eves
GOVT JOBS! $18,037469.405 immediate hiring, Your area Call (ntWm:labia)
141.459-3611.
ext
F404 tor Fedora list 24 FIRS
JOAN & DAVID at Ann Taylor has lull
& pan time positions for sales associates Call 296-7970
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL

&

year

round positions avallabN now
Salary Laniards $5 5046 40 hr
Pool Managers $7 (14348 60 hr

NEED OUT GOING poop. must Ing
for telegram service Can Make

OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month - home month Call
(805)682-7555, xt S-1062

Spring Marketing Cempaign Rep
25 hr wk
4 star restaurants
$150 00 swanked Kevin 727.
8962
RECRUITER

GOLDEN

WEST

EMPLOYMENT
woke
seeks careen minded individuel
that likes to work in s test paced
office environment Will be Inter.
viewing. screening and placing
applicants with our clients You
will recruit clerical. light Indus.
trIal. accounting and technical
people Will work Mlle our automated applicant retrieval computer system to match our applicants with lob Orden. Clients
Include high tech. Industrial, ear,
Ice and retail companies Will
handle old, range of duties Excellent advancement opportune.
ties Golden West Is an Inc SOO
co (co. 01 the fastest growing
firms in the nation) Degree helpful but not required Ann Rick V
Golden West, 3140 Dol.,.
Blvd
.P110. Santa Clara. Ca

ADOPTION!! Motoring couple wants to
shower newborn *116 lore laughter, and security Expenses pad
Call co11.1 (916) 923-1225
ADOPTION -THE
Hugs II

LOVING

OPTION...

LOve 0 snuggles(

Happily merrie-0 couple wish to
adopt your newborn or Infant
Plum call collect for more infor
’nation (406)335-5970.
ECCLESIA

ONOSTICA SACRAMENTORUN For gnostic,, religion is
God 5 sass of mystery, not
man a luta.va on dogma Colabrat. that mystery with us at
Mess, open to all, 7 PM Sundays.
at the Vivan Chapel of the 1st
United Methodist Church, 24 N
Sth St . San Jose We also tran
clergy, both male and female, who
share our vision For further information. call 374-7451) evenings

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
heir removal forever Spkiallel
very
own
Confid.tial. your
probe 247-7486. 335 $ Elsywood
Ave . S. Jose
EXAM FILES fret Professors throughout the USA Exam problems with
the professors own detailed solutions Aveliable for 8 Engin.rIng
courses. Calculus, FIT, DM Eqns

train Apply in urea Mon-Frl,
9AM-4Plie, 260 Meridian Ave.. Sid
Jose. Aculects. Inc
SUMMER JOBS ON CRUISE SHIPS"!
(617)626-6136, eixt C.30
SUMMER JOBS Hoed Counselor &
Residential edvisors positions
open Apply at UPWARD BOUND
924-2567
program
WLC219.

SOFTWARE

or ap. Nags. shorthand. $11 hr
Full time, cell 745-0234
APPOINTMENT
time. $200w5

SETTING

Pan
POSSIBLE, daily cash

Walking
distance from campus, friendly
Al.
support,.
atmosphere
ternoon & evening shills available Good !mice & personality
Call BIAS at 296-3033

for Botanical Maintenance dent
personnel positions Contact Student Union Director’s Office

must bit neat & organized

Call

748-7676
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government
lobs-your area $11.840-$69.415
Cell 1-602431-6885, Eat R4250
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA.
TORS needed on grueyd shin
and weekend shin (29-40 hr work
Creak) Requires 1.3 yrs mach or
asurnbly tees Or eddy ad in
the sciences or computer prop
Must be a U S citiren We offer
Coll
real,
education
100%
415 493-1800..444 VARIAN
AVON SALES - Buy or WI Avon,
Earn x-tra income or allow nee to
WI to you, Cl Wok co In
Amend. Do your shopping rode
Avon. Amid crowds & let 1111
ME 11 30-5 30 Jane

CHEER UPI Um Wing Due lo agar,
sloe. I need more auke to eem
011010 5500 week for part Wu
phone promotion
hour doing
Gueraleed salary & bonusos We
OW Call Deo, 4047174447
AVAIL-

ABLE
Foe end pert km penmen’. peseta* 511550060100111Nrn
Callan% Nannies, 129 fen Anita
nio Oki ludo 112, Las An., Ca
94022, (415)649-2933
COUNSELORDIRECT CARE STAFF
nada it maenad Naiads for

Upper

division

or

gratine native-Gorman speaker
who is comfortable using a
M.Intuh COI 395-7800
WANTED

DATA

part-time,

ENTRY

min

50 WPM, good communiontion Preferred spoken English &
Spanish Contact PAC LUTRAN
(408)279-2050
WANTED DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS
& busboy Call Mon at Minato Juane.* Roslaurent 890-9711
WORKERS NEEDED TO sten events
al SJSU Re< Center, Shoreline
Amp. S J Come Ctr and more
Concerts, sports & privet. parties If you are looking to urn
art. money bead on your availability. please call Staff Nona*
(415) 31111-9906

shins

Weekly
We roe

Pep dental teed Weeds
100k1ng for friendly people to
Apply VANwork in 141 -tech
GUARD SECURITY.

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Academic, paper. thesis a...lance Gho.herning editing. resumes. word-processing AH sob’
Reenters
Oualitlad
acts
writing
ended

Catalogue Work guar Low rat.
Collegiate
Communication. Berkeley (415)
841.5036

3212 Ikon

Blvd. Santa Clews (between Uri
Tom. & OkOtt)

HOUSING
FOR RENT, large two bedroan oddment neer campus. 6550 nue deputt 6700 Avellefres JUNE I, cal
271-607S.
ONE BEDISM

APT ate@ to SAW
0111.1 rireponsibie single mature
opt 6450 fa, 293-4091

PRIV 0M,1 2 Elk fern SJBU Kd pea no
P*W., WOW isal rap Mu-

Latchkey Diary

Gary Delamore

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING V.
eepert, staff 609-777-7901

TRAVEL
TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off anywhere any fare Porch*.
your TWA student discount card
now Also ask about TWA GET.

Dhhy’S

efO4jvyeeuitrretyr-snfeh-ei
-54 :trr

Even Famine /5 frYinq her
Hs.14firvytor-e5+to wan9le

p/ayihci
rA:setwin
ictFIKit:4ihhT - 1%04,1
riefetb
ze

8e4i- if I Km,/ eny pis I ine
L,v0p,r+41
fidqr:

con inv., tatioh

AWAY credit card Call Andy at
(404)297-1809. TWA coma’. rep

TYPING
ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE In typing that’s top
Trust TONY, 296-2087 Thanks
SI 50 per page double mac.
Available seven days wookly
Oukk turnaround AN work guar ante. Thanks
PROFESSIONAL

WORD

CESSING. Quick and reasonable.
Fast turnaround Letter quality.
Call Shelly (408) 247-7520.

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP emery
Sunday morning et 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. Mai &
San Carlo. For more information
about ectivities. call Rev Norb

PREGNANT, Birth mothers, you hue
choice Call VICKY collect for in.
formation
private
adoption
Where to begin? (408)423-7339
VISA OR MASTERCARD, Even if
bankrupt or bad credit, We guar.
ant. you Card Or double youl
money back Call (605) 612-7555
e at M-1103
BAY
406-976-2002
SOUTH
Now there
BULLETIN BOARD
is feet. easy way to meet quality
people in the privacy of your
horns 115 60 easy! When you call.
you will be told how to Neve your
own message or hear six different
mouse., left by Were There
are messages from people with all
typ. of interests When you hoar
something you like. give that person a call That, it, Call today $2
loll. If any

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing
teiwzing or using chemical
tort. let me permeruntly revmove your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini, tummy, mouslecee, etc
15% discount to students and faculty Call before June I. 1919 and
get your Hrst appt PI 12 price
’Unwonted Heir lemmas With
Gwen CfolgrOn. RE,
My Care
559-3500. 1645 5 &worn Art,.
CC ’ Hair Today Go. Tomor-

CREDIT! CREDIT, CREDIT’ for ate,
d.ts interested In obtaining
credit Get your Visa Mastercard
now Call (408)2934174
DESKTOP

PUBLISHING

SERVICES

graphics
flyers,
Brochures,
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all Melds up to executives We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your mum. plus 20
leaching envelopes for iust $30.
FIneAne De.
FREE DELIVERY
signs, (415)964-9163
Join WSFCU - Your student Cr.III
Union -benefits include TuilionBooks-Compote. Loans Corn .Fro
penny. Savings Rates
Mertu
Check Writing Coshing
Vie
f.turetes Hanover GSL S
load. Member Privileges Call
947.7273 or drop by our office at

ends by spot. Call Anna 972-4992.
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every tlen. Profeeslonal word-processing Service* that Include teat turnaround,

W-20

guarantee copy, grammar editing,
laser printer, graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA at (4011) 9463862 to ...rut your time now.
Only 15 minute. from campus
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT! AcedernIc

Rocky

Gus Torres

word processing our specialty.
Guaranteed
quality
.curacy
Free disk storage proofing. Re.

le.

I COCNT REALLY Crter.v rr
NAMED Vic, AT 1W
lb ME

5:14E 8.11J

Science),

REAug7 Ibu cal:Intr

UNE lb TELL ME
1LIAT, 1 NertER waiLD
UN& iorawN11

cessing Papersthosisreamos,
reports, manuscript. & group
anat. welcome Studat roles,
7 min frm campus nr 660 & McKee
(BERRYESSA oral To ensuro
your
peper
completion
on
schoduN resorts your time twiny
PJ-923-2309
ACCURACY AND QUALITY offered
Professional typing, namable.
Term papers and resumes Call
279-2221 292-0941,
2110Moridien
ANN s WORD PROCESSING The...’
Report.Lenora No time to type
your paper, Call Mary Ann st
Aces, Sant. Clara. 241-5490
Al SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER.
Close to school, AvaiNble night
and day Rush lobs are my opalality. Call Pam at (406)225-5025 or
(406)225-9009
CALL LINDA TODAY for oxporioncod,
professional
word
processing
with Laser printor Theses, term
peport. group projects, etc Al
formals

Including

*PA.

91.75 pogo doubie Alpaca (10
pitch) Quick return Transcription
arvices
available
Almaden Brenham area Phone 264-4504

Proposition
From page I
Like many students, Wong was
happy to see the court approve the
citizens’ vote.
"As it is now. I feel like I’m paying for other people’s bad driving
habits." Wong said.
"It’s great," said SJSU sophomore Megan Sullivan. The business
major said she thought insurance
companies were taking unfair advantage of automobile owners.
"I spend $1,000 a year now on
my car insurance," Sullivan said.

"The prices are rediculous now
The prospect of having to cut rates
by 20 percent was not very pleasing
to insurance spokeswoman Heidi
Drokaw.
"Obviously the money is going to
come out of our pockets," Drokaw
said. "Proposition 103 is not affecting us in a good way."
Lower insurance rates seemed
hard to swallow for senior Julie Akahori .
"1 think insurance companies will
find a way to raise rates again somehow," said Akahori, an occupational therapy major.
"I just hope coverage won’t be af-

CALL MRS MORTON or 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term pewerwmerch protects
& resumes Will gladly Bullet w
tence !structure (knowledgable on
Campbell forTuroblon. APA.
mats)
Equipment used
Word
Perfect & HPLasoratd Coati:linable business experience and former
Englieh motor
WILLOW

formats Goal guar (27 yrs exp
Cell Roe 274-3684 norm massage) Atellablo 7 days walk, al.
June, July and Auguel
EVERYONE

NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not mall. the bent In,
precision? A neetly-typed piper

GLEN area
COMPUTER- lastactrorts .er Hamilton& Winch.ter, Campbell Cell

gets

higher grade For the best
result cell Barbara at
WRITE TYPE - (4011)972-9430

$1 90 per

PAP
DISCOUNT WITH THIS ADM Tha poor,
call type.t who is oxperkinced In
all formats (Including APA) for ell
your typing noodo (
thee.)
Laser print... desktop pubahing
Cali Linda ’The Write Type 723-

selects only those
sources you are qualified to recave. thus ensuring the best pos.
B ible list Our unuke is low-cost
and guaranteed, Call or write
Student Ald Services 106 E Fro
meet Ave., 0176, Sumps*. Ca.
940117, 14100-USA-1224olitt 9153
PHONE WITHOUT HOME! Computerind answoring and meaaape

fected." she said.
The Supreme Court ruling allow;
auto and property insurance rates to
fall by 20 percent unless an insurer
can show that an increase is justified.
Other provisions upheld by the
court include: restrictions limiting
the use of geographical location as a
basis for setting auto insurance rates,
a mandatory 20 vercent discount for
"good drivers’ ’ and state veto power
for over future rate increases.
All provisions take effect this November.
Associated Press clmtributed to this
report.

Classified

grammar. punctuation. and Sen-

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY fo
your academic, business, legal
word processing needs Term papers. reports. resumes, letters,

1714
EDP SERVICES - exporiencod professional
word
proassing.
thara, mama. loners. reports
Just 15 minut. from campus
Call Evelyn 270-8014

discount

CBS (406)964-5203 tad.’
’FREE- JOB LISTINGS & interviewing
& job search lips with resume
purchase Largest selections anywhere-20 yrs sap writing

lob
plecernent with 90-100% planerant Mk.
success For Appoint/ant cal toary BECAUSE
WE CARE, your anployment not (work

Rosana

37111-

7742. Raumes
GO WITH THE BEST, Top-quality secyour
for ALL
WORD processing moods Graph kit chats. Sears. reports, ramp
retriel

arvice

group projects. menuels, dose.,
etc Lefler quality, All formats
plus APA, SPELCHEK, punctuation. gramma seletance
All
work guaranteed Free disk .tor.
age Afforded. sheeted & fecully

script., resurnos, term pipers,
taws Lot our woofs work tor
you. Edang. gramme. II spell
checking All work done on
PS Laser Printer or printing from

rate., For professional. dependable worry-fnee service al Its best
PAM
247-28111 (S’CNes)

your Wet Both IBM & Mac II computer. Special student rate, Cali
Printy’s WORDWORKS at 253WORD or 253-WORK

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
On camp. pickup delivery Let.
ter quality Term paper., group

FAST WORD PROCESSING! 125 wpm
Ouslity guarataa Compeative

proraects. theme, dew., faculty

student rates Theses, reports.
term papers, Isigei documents

protects etc. APA, MLA, Tumblan

MASTERS

CANDIDATES

AND

UN-

DERGRADS Eaperien.d theeIs
typiet accepting bookings for
Spring 1610 deadlines

Student

PLUS

WORD
9234461

PROCESSING

Ad Rates

Ices Fast. reasonable
rate Call 406-929-3025

PROCESS IT WRITE! Fecuthe and students can rely on .curate
rimely production of Mweletters.
resume*, publicatIons,
menuacripla correspoC... etc
Will old in grammar spelling.
punctuation For prompt, 7 dety
response

Nan message
Pamela at 1406) 2130-1121

(406)972-1563

for

PROFESSIONAL ESPYING & WORD
PROCESSING 15 years .perl.
en. ReasonsbN rel. & last
tudoround Close to canoe..
Phone 292-4096

WORD

PROCESSING transcription
Tenn papers theses. reeumos,
manuscripts
Fast turnaround
Free disk storage Experienced
typist and legal trnecriber 3651393

RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
Reports & appiketIons word pmroCanning

Career comultations
Bay ere.. I profeseional wry.
ice Career Center 1765 Scott
Blvd, Santa Clara 243-4070

WORD

PROCESSING profeesional
speedy service reasonable rates
S San Jo. REAP SERVICES
call 261.8590

SPEEDY DELIVERY TYPING
On campus ack.up & delivery
274-010001 beeper, 236-6441

WRITING

RESEARCH EDITING Ver
sante expert staff 1100,77.7901

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE - Proles
atonal typing & bosines, sere

r A

Minimum three lines on one day

One
Two
Day
Days
3 L Ines $390
$480
4 Lines $480
$5 70
5 Lines $570
$660
6 Lines $655
$750
Each Additional bne Add $

Three
Days
55 25
56 15
S7 00
$790
90

Four
Days
S550
S640
$730
$810

Five
Days
$575
S660
S750
$8 40

Each
Extra
Day
51 00
Si 15
$130
31 45

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5.9 L ines $5000 10.14 imes 570 00
15 Plus) ,nes $9000

111 ANHWEI A WEDOING7 Looking for
Wyk*
noo-derlOreinetIonal
vo personal vows? Peen now for
softener Cerianonlea Call Rey

Print Name
Address

PA, i-

Phone 924-3277
City 8 Stale

Larlkon p1251-7123
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Dana WOK fonnerly of NUS
You a got the arty, va got
la

(ask, Michel ProducHons
wide (today of mak
provides
for your wedding pmly or deff.
or reeeonable rates Call NW.
Or Phil at 210-0000* 9227369
P000FREA131110,

lOmNO,

NE-

MANCINI ONION work Cad DEE
(409)212-71320
SEWING AND

IONS Coeur
and rooming oar speclealng Ill
weddings, tonna etc INEAKINA-

E "closed s S
OrcI,g Clotillication
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotwe

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale
Typing

Lost A Founo

Stereo

SEND CHECK MONEY OMER

Classified Desk Located le,ide 0811208

OR CAP! TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Stet* University
San Jose. California 95192

& accu-

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

reports,

Print Your Ad Here
(c,,,mapp,o,,,,,,,r,4 .10 elle-J.0,1.U.

Ith end San Salvador

computer

11.1ta NOS VERY 14celieST oF
-3.burosi

BAR easart IT

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word pro-

MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We match
students with available financial
aid roofed... of grades or family
income Let our unique computeMed finding service provide you
custom list of sources
with
After you fill out dna lone, our

A Lime ORGANIZATION
ALL. YOUR FAFSRS WILL ESE
iNS’TANTLYAT YOUR
FIKIDERTIPS I

-EACN OF WHICH IS
FullITHEA SUBDIVIDED
AND CROSS-CLASSIFIED
INTO 316 SEPARATE
MELTiONS

Its HELP IOU BECOME ilErTEPt
ORGANIZED I’VE COVEN ’t562 *L
NOTEIACCW. DIVIDED INTO 3
MAJOR DOCKETS

uate and undergrild
term pews, theses, reports of all
kinds Student rates for Under.
grads Available cloy. eves. week-

reports, these.
etc a12514440

VAL!! Noon to sundown at Campbell Commuted Center, May 14th
Call now tor further info. 377-5525
and a brahure will be sent

Wanda Folk

TNE -AiEssiES AsKABIouS.MEETAIG
GotorAlliES

AAH! WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad-

able at Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) and Roberts Bookstore
FESTI-

¢ciusrtared

Laugh Lines

PRO-

.nsble rates We’re fast, dependable, grammaroxperlaced College grads, so call us with papers,

satire Coll 534-1300

111-1491. to sleet 50 positions Reception Security, no asp nec rr PT,
day swing grave

Monday through Frau 3-10 PM
WRITING,

SHIRLEY el 379-1519

Business

seeks ...lay to handle venous
pleasant
dunes
Professional.
phone manna. typing 55 wpm

TELEMARKETING.

printing on Mins, swats, and
jackets Quaid work at reason.
de rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (4011)262-7377,

Lin *lg. Chem. 0-Chern, Physics
& more 23 different books avell-

95054. OW 960-9555
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full part time security
Full pen time
officer all shifts
evening proves. servers We 0111

5494
TSHIRTS tor fraternities, mrorillee,
Clubs, busi.. Custom screen

AAAA-ACCURACY,

Ft..., at 298-0204

PERSONNEL

OLE RATES, quality work In WMlOw Olen area call Marla at 448-

PERSONALS

GREEK -RUSSIAN-ARABIC

per day Call 295.2732

$100

TRANSLATOR,

INDIVIDUAL who en-

joys selling & the Public wanted
PT FT to work al self storage
sales.
Hee. phones

POSITIONS

SI without credit ch.k You repar Also la delinquent foreclosure. call (605) 662-7555. at 14.
1913 for repo list your area

2 BR, 571 S

0232)

THE STUDENT UNION is now hiring

AGENCY NEEDS AD GRUNT Must
type 40-50 wpm and tu willing to

CHILDCARE

95103-0114 FOE M F
DOWNTOWN

SUNNYVALE

HELP WANTED

art* you
2S15942

cualomer contact exp Good career opply in exciting. fast-growIng industry Phone, computer,
sales asp desirable Good Mak.
lion & bilingual are plus*. No
ascot coils please Apply in person at 234E Gish Rd. San Jose
or send resume to Horitege Cablevision. PO Box 114, San Jose. Ca

HOMES
HUD
evadeSiw horn government from

REPOSSESSED VA

Apply by May 15.1969 Deadline

dress

ASST OFFICE MGR Ad agency
wks assistant to support prind
pals Sm agency environment al-

AGGRESSIVE

CUSTOMER RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
lead.. Cabievision
has Immediate openings for
bright, .thu.l.tic, individuals
with can communication .111s

SECURITY

HEY SUZY APLPHA PHI’ Mickey and
Minnie say thanx for making
lakee last PD his boot one
You’re better than rad

do

(406)

PASSPORT UNLIMITED Is hiring for

COMPUTERS

D

Call

Cell 942-2470

81 TOYOTA 4 a 4, great condition,
836 ml , big tlres, roll bars. lights,

APPLE

Stating 16-0825 hr
446-3953

Oat 297.7679
PROF going on SAIMATICAL 4 arm.
20111 turn house swell Juno to
January Nice neighborhood. 10
min to SJSU. $1250100, del gel
dener, 267.7757

bartenders. aroma. &
bookMaar Flea hrs , call 280-6161
324 S 151 St ,San Jose

AUTOMOTIVE

NEW

young adults A adolsuents with
autism & related disabilities Full
and pert tirne position. &WWI.

Berke Breathed

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Page K

Friday, May 5, 19149,tipanan Daily

GRADUATE UP
MAY 1 - 5

ALL DEPARTMENTS

Buy an Everex TShirt and get...

SPRING CLEANING
SIDEWALK SALE
MAY 1 - 5

Everex T-Shirt Only
$2.181.00
Not a bad deal when you consider that
this Macintosh System normally goes
tor $2,348.00.

FEATURED:

USED BOOKS 590 EA

2/$1.00

OR

1. Macintosh Plus CPU’
2. Everex 20 Hardrive’
3. Imagewriter II
Printer’
4. Microsoft Word’
5. Hypercard’
6. Apple Care’
7. System Saver’

There’s Never Been Ai Better Time To

’MucluateUpToMacintosh
Ilfill1111111111M,

1111111.111.11111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Whit mhos,. Pilo,

(-6

trar,./t /1,

pick
the 1,icintosh that meets your
needs- and your budget.
From the affordable
Nlacintosh Plus to the in idular
Nlacintosh II lamilv. there’s a
11acinti)sh fin. every need.
Nlacintosh computers are
more pc erful than ever 1 \eh ire.
Vet. for all that ix Aver, the original
character of Nlaontosh 1aas not
heen lost-Your Nlacintosh
respt nick I, t what \ ou w:int it hi
do. And it kls vol1 p I places
TheSeLt

ItS CaSY 10

VD1.1’e ilc_ Cl

Cell

learn It

)11Ce \ (Ill
11

111Cillt(1s11. 11111 kiic)1\

\\lit Use

II( A\Iii

int( , This is (Ric
llse an \
of the s()ti \\ are till )-learn me

apt)lication
\i kno\\ the
bask s of hi A\ the all \\ (wk.
Alvve \ oti see the ctmtplete
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